
 

Options:  

1.    What kind of characters would you put in a play if you were Shakespeare?  Based on your characters what kind of play would it   
 be? 
2.    Shakespeare made up over 1700 words that we still use today, make up some words, define the meaning of your words and use 
 them in your essay.   
3.    Write a journal entry as William Shakespeare in preparation of a play of his being performed  at the Globe  
 Theatre.  Please state which play is being produced. 
4.    What would the world be like today if Shakespeare had never written anything? 
5.    What did Shakespeare do between 1585 and 1592?  (there is no real documentation about this period of his life, so it is a good
  chance to let the kids imaginations run wild.) 
  

Elementary (Grades 1 – 6 ): Creative  Writing  

Grades 1-2, 
 

150 words   Grades 3-4,  250 words  Grades 5-6,  350 words      

Judging based upon creativity and originality 

Middle School/High School (Grades 7-12): 500 words minimum for essay or as specified below re: # of words/ Judged 

upon creativity and originality.  Get your quills ready……..  

 
OPTIONS: 

 Write a sonnet.  14 lines, 10 syllables per line.  Choose one of the standard rhyme schemes of the period. 

 Shakespeare and social media.  How would the Bard use social media? 

 What would the world be like today if Shakespeare had never written anything? 

 What did Shakespeare do between 1585 and 1592?  (there is no real documentation about this period of his life, so be creative.) 

 Write a modern-day soliloquy or monologue (200-400 words) by a Shakespearean character, living in todays world. Ex.: Romeo, 

Hamlet…. 

 Write a play:  Class project the above options are individual.  State the type: Tragedy, History, Comedy. Plan for a ½ hour play: 

characters, costuming, props.  If selected Winning Class gets to perform their play before the Royal Family at the Faire on TBD 

weekend. 

 Arizona Renaissance Festival Student Days – Feb 28  & Mar 2 

Visit RenFestInfo.com & click on Student Days for additional resources 

and Student Day Order Information. 

William Shakespeare was an English poet, playwright, and actor, widely regarded as the greatest writer in the English language and the 
world's pre-eminent dramatist. He is often called England's national poet, and the "Bard of Avon"  Most of his plays are categorized as 
either: tragedy, comedy or history.  Discuss Shakespeare in your classroom and select from the options below to enter and WIN a trip to 
Student Days! 

First place will win admission to Student Days for his/

her classroom. Transportation is the responsibility of 

the school/teacher. Second place winners will receive 

4 adult & 4 child tickets and  Science– and or English 

Themed books. Third place will receive 2 Adult & 2 

Child tickets and a book.        

If a winner is selected for the PLAY OPTION.  The 

class will perform on a festival event date TBD.  

In addition to winning admission for the class. 

TEACHERS: Great way to get YOUR class to WIN a 

Trip to Student Days.  We look forward to your 

entries!                         HUZZAH 

mailto:stdays@renfestinfo.com

